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!1)9'(!2(<#(,('+(-$,('41(<1)&'"#('312.!$2%,('.0)'$+2.%,('0)'$"#(,<12('03(H%0"(
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)
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.$)213(,0"1$)2'-$,'(40!%0"1)&'<#("#(,'0'"(.#)1H%('12'0//,$/,10"('-$,'/,$4131)&
,(H%1,(3'312.!$2%,(2:
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()"!7'3(/()31)&'$)'"#('"7/('$-'+,$<2(,'0'.$)2%*(,'%2(2:'P1*1!0,!76
2$*('+,$<2(,2'$,'1)-$,*0"1$)'0//!10).(2'*07')$"'2%//$,"'$,'312/!07
-,0*(2'/,$/(,!76'2$'0'312.!$2%,('/!0.(3'1)'$)('/$,"1$)'$-'"#('-,0*(
*07')$"'+('41(<0+!(:'?(,"01)'B)"(,)("'"$$!2'*07'$4(,.$*('"#12'!1*1"08
"1$)'+7'3("(,*1)1)&'1-'0'.$)2%*(,D2'M(+'+,$<2(,'.0)'41(<'-,0*(2'0)3
1-')$"6'2(,41)&'0'/0&('"#0"'12'-$,*0""(3'31--(,()"!7:'M1"#$%"'2%.#'"$$!26
034(,"12(,2'2#$%!3'+('.$).(,)(3'0+$%"'<#("#(,'0',(H%1,(3'312.!$2%,(
<1!!'0//(0,J'1-'1"'<$)D"6'"#(7'2#$%!3'.#$$2('31--(,()"'<072'"$'.$**%8
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0)'1)"(,2"1"10!'/0&('1-'"#('<1)3$<'$,'/0&('3120//(0,2'0)3'"#(7'0,(
%)0+!('$,'%)0<0,('$-'#$<'"$'0..(22'1":'X"#(,2'*07'1)034(,"()"!7
*1)1*1O('0'/$/8%/'2.,(()'+7'.!1.91)&'$)'"#('*01)'/0&('0)3'*07')$"
9)$<'#$<'"$'*09('"#('/$/8%/'2.,(()',(0//(0,:'=#(,('*07'+('<072'"$
&("'0,$%)3'"#(2('3,0<+0.926'2%.#'02',(H%1,1)&'"#('.$)2%*(,'"$'"09(
2$*('0--1,*0"14('0."1$)'"$'/,$.((3'/02"'"#('/$/8%/'$,'1)"(,2"1"10!']-$,
(@0*/!(6'+7'.!1.91)&'$)'0'E.$)"1)%(F'+%""$)^:
G%/%#)$:0$#'0:%"!60N(2(0,.#'*07'+('%2(-%!'"$'#(!/'034(,"12(,2'3("(,8
*1)('<#("#(,'0'/0,"1.%!0,'"(.#)1H%('12'0)'(--(."14('*("#$3'$-'.$**%8
)1.0"1)&'1)-$,*0"1$)'"$'.$)2%*(,2:'>$,'(@0*/!(6',(2(0,.#'*07'2#$<
"#0"'.$)2%*(,2'3$)D"'0."%0!!7',(03'1)-$,*0"1$)'1)'/$/8%/'<1)3$<2
+(.0%2('"#(7'1**(310"(!7'.!$2('"#('/$/8%/'$)'"#('/0&('"#(7'<0)"'"$
41(<:'B"'0!2$'*07'1)31.0"('<#("#(,'.$)2%*(,2',(!0"('1)-$,*0"1$)'1)'0
/$/8%/'<1)3$<'$,'$)'0)'1)"(,2"1"10!'/0&('"$'0'.!01*'$,'/,$3%."'"#(7
#04()D"'().$%)"(,(3'7(":'C34(,"12(,2'2#$%!3'.$)213(,'"#12'1)-$,*0"1$)
1)'3("(,*1)1)&'(--(."14('*("#$32'$-'/,(2()"1)&',(H%1,(3'312.!$2%,(2:

A" ;)<9&!1)*+#;)<=&.<'-3<#,-).-#(.#,'-=2!<3
G12.!$2%,(2'*%2"'+('(--(."14(!7'.$**%)1.0"(3'"$'.$)2%*(,2'4%7*)%'"#(7'*09('0
/%,.#02('$,'1).%,'0'-1)0).10!'$+!1&0"1$):'G12.!$2%,(2'0,('*$,('!19(!7'"$'+('(--(.8
"14('1-'"#(7'0,('/,$413(3'1)'"#('.$)"(@"'$-'"#('036'<#()'"#('.$)2%*(,'12'.$)213(,8
1)&'"#('/%,.#02(:'M#(,('034(,"121)&'0)3'2(!!1)&'0,('.$*+1)(3
$)'0'M(+'21"(6'312.!$2%,(2'2#$%!3'+('/,$413(3'+(-$,(
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(*(+!'(,$"("0,(2"4"""//"+2*5"!1
+'00,%*+#2"&"2'"+'%(,0"$("!"#$%"
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@*'A(09*$2/0*'"-0*'0(:%0*).%)0!#5%6
2-"1"0#3""#"),$+-#(""'$"*%+,$"#
P$*('312.!$2%,(2'*%2"'+('*03('1)
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"#(7'41(<(3'*0)7'/0&(2'(0,!1(,:'B"'0!2$'12'/$221+!(
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=#$2('.$)2%*(,2'<$%!3'*122'0)7'312.!$2%,(2'/!0.(3'$)!7'$)'"#('$,3(,1)&
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3" $%!&'!()*+#,-./)0)(1#6)(2#C!**3-#DA<
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2"(036'.$)2%*(,2'*%2"'.!1.9'"#,$%&#'"$'"#('M(+'21"('"$'&("'*$,('1)-$,*0"1$)'0)3
!(0,)'"#('"(,*2'$-'0)'$--(,:'B)'2$*('1)2"0).(26'0'+0))(,'*07'.$)"01)'0'.!01*'"#0"
,(H%1,(2'H%0!1-1.0"1$):
●

@,/$"*/%0)%F2,)%.0,'9*)&#(,*'0,'0(:%03#''%)0,(/%"90*)0$"%#)"-0#'.0$*'E
/!,$2*2/"-0*'0(:%08%30/,(%0,(0",'</0(*6'B)'2$*('.02(26'0',(H%1,(3'312.!$8
2%,('.0)'+(a1).$,/$,0"(3'1)"$'0'+0))(,'03'(021!7:';(.0%2('$-'"#('2/0.(
.$)2",01)"2'$-'+0))(,'0326'$"#(,'312.!$2%,(2'*07'+('"$$'3("01!(3'"$'+(
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*07'+('.$**%)1.0"(3'(--(."14(!7'"$'.$)2%*(,2'1-'"#(7'0,('*03('.!(0,!7
0)3'.$)2/1.%$%2!7'$)'"#('M(+'21"('"#('+0))(,'!1)92'"$'0)3'<#1!('.$)2%*8
(,2'0,('3(.131)&'<#("#(,'"$'+%7'0'/,$3%."'$,'2(,41.(:'B)'3("(,*1)1)&
<#("#(,'"#('312.!$2%,('2#$%!3'+('/!0.(3'1)'"#('+0))(,'1"2(!-'$,'$)'"#('M(+
21"('"#('+0))(,'!1)92'"$6'034(,"12(,2'2#$%!3'.$)213(,'#$<'1*/$,"0)"'"#(
1)-$,*0"1$)'12'"$'/,(4()"'3(.(/"1$)6'#$<'*%.#'1)-$,*0"1$)')((32'"$'+(
312.!$2(36'"#('+%,3()'$-'312.!$21)&'1"'1)'"#('+0))(,'036'#$<'*%.#'1)-$,*08
"1$)'"#('.$)2%*(,'*07'0+2$,+'-,$*'"#('036'0)3'#$<'(--(."14('"#('312.!$8
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0)3'0'*$,('.$*/!("('312.!$2%,('0401!0+!(
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●
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●
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The disclosure "imitation" needs to accompany the triggering term "pearl" so that
consumers are not misled about the type of pearls being sold. The disclosure would not
be as effective if it was separated from the word pearl or placed on a different page. The
FTC’s Guides for the Jewelry, Precious Metals, and Pewter Industries, 16 C.F.R.
§ 23.19, recognize this and advise that the disclosure "imitation" immediately precede
the word pearl. In this situation, there is no reason to evaluate proximity differently in
Internet ads than with other types of ads.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

Imitation Pearl Hoop Earrings
Retail Price Our Low Price Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

$45.99
$29.99
0.1 Lbs.

Lustrous imitation pearl hoop earrings. The highest quality imitation pearls fall
delicately from these classically styled 14K gold hoops. The perfect fashion
accessory for any occasion.

This ad contains visual cues that may indicate that more information is available. The
vertical blue bar continues "below the fold" -- the end of the screen on the monitor -- and
the text on the left column is continuous. A consumer who is already scrolling to read DJ
Blackhand’s endorsement, is also likely to see the disclosure that follows it.
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Quick DDRIP is the
REVOLUTIONARY device that
easily hooks up to your home
computer and phone line.

Quick DDRIP uses a special
processing chip, and proprietary
compression, decoding and
caching techniques, to
manipulate and speed up data
transmissions.

"QD’s superior real-time performance
enhances the gaming experience for all
levels of players. After I installed QD, it
didn’t take long for me to win my first
Wrath of Thor national championship and I’m still #1 this year. Whether you’ve
got a 486 or a Pentium, QD can improve
your "see-and-react" abilities. Soon you'll
be winning all your matches."
-- D.J. Blackhand
(QuickDDRIP, Inc. has paid D.J.
Blackhand for his endorsement.)

Quick DDRIP Gives You Unparalleled
Internet Performance
• NO DELAY waiting for images to load -Graphics-intensive Web pages load FAST!
• SPEEDY file downloads -- even huge files download
in a fraction of the time it takes you now! Try it with
your next online video purchase!
• ENHANCED streaming audio and video quality for
live Web events!
• UNBELIEVABLY FAST "action" in online games!
• FAST DELIVERY of graphics for FANTASTIC virtual
reality experiences!

Enjoy The Best Entertainment All From Home
WATCH A FULL-LENGTH MOVIE ONLINE!
No more waiting in line for a ticket or for the rental.
Find your favorite pay-per-view movies on the Web and let QD do the rest. With QD, streaming
pay-per-view movies start playing instantaneously -Quick DDRIP’s built in decoder sees to that!

Pay-Per-View Movie
Releases

CONCERT IN A CAN! Buy a VIRTUAL TICKET
and go on a LIVE WEB CONCERT TOUR with the
best musicians without ever leaving your home! And
you won’t believe the difference in audio and video
quality over existing technology! Whether you are a
movie buff or an audiophile, Quick DDRIP is
technology made for you.
Home

How QD Works
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Live Concert Webcasters

Experts

Some images are from "Corel Gallery Magic 200,000" by Corel Corporation

Privacy Policy

This ad must disclose that the diamond weights are not exact and that a 3/4 carat
diamond may weigh between .70 and .84 carats. Because of the blank space between
the textual description of the product and the disclosure, even consumers who scroll
down the page will probably think that there is no more information to view and are likely
to miss the disclosure.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

3/4 Ct. Diamond Earrings

Retail Price
-

$1365.00

Our Low Price - $ 975.00
Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

0.1 Lbs.

Classic diamond solitaire earrings. Our sparkling round-cut diamonds are
colorless and have only slight inclusions. Straight from the FTC's Washington
DC diamond mines. Set in a stylish six-prong setting of 14 karat gold. The
perfect fashion accessory for that special occasion.

Diamond weights may not be exact. A 3/4 ct. diamond may weigh between .70 .84 carat.

Although QuickDDRIP’s advertised price is $129.95, there are additional conditions and fees
associated with purchasing the product, including obtaining a rebate and contracting for 2 years of
QD Internet Service. The Internet Service contract itself has significant costs and conditions.
Although the details about these additional fees and conditions are described on the click through
page, their existence is properly disclosed on the same page as and adjacent to the price claim.
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Priced At Only $129.95*
*After $200 Rebate. Requires 2 year (24 month) QD
Internet Service contract at $19.99/month.
Early cancellation of Internet Service will result in substantial penalties.
You may have to pay significant telephone charges to use the Internet Service.
Click here for more information.
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REBATE AND INTERNET SERVICE INFORMATION
The $200 Mail-In Rebate requires that you agree to a 2 year (24 month) contract for
QD Internet service at $19.99 per month.
If you cancel your contract for QD Internet service before your 2 year membership
expires, you will be required to repay the rebate according to the following time
schedule:
- If you cancel in months 1-6, you must repay the entire $200 rebate.
- If you cancel in months 7-12, you must repay $150.
- If you cancel in months 13-24, you must repay $100.
You may incur significant telephone charges to access QD Internet service
depending on your location and your calling plan. You may visit our web site or call
1-800-QNUMBER to learn the telephone access numbers available in your area.
You must contact your local telephone company to find out any applicable charges
for these numbers.
To obtain the $200 rebate, you must send the completed required mail-in rebate
form and a copy of your dated sales receipt to the address provided on the rebate
form. The rebate form will be included with your Quick DDRIP. Allow 4-6 weeks to
receive your rebate. To be eligible for the rebate, you must agree to the QD
Internet service membership agreement and you must have a major credit card.
The $19.99 per month service charge will be billed to your credit card.
This offer is valid only in the United States. All customers must be 18 years or
older.
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Privacy Policy

The disclosure "imitation" needs to accompany the triggering term "pearl" so that
consumers are not misled about the type of pearls being sold. It is not difficult to
incorporate this one word disclosure in the text of this ad.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

Imitation Pearl Hoop Earrings
Retail Price Our Low Price Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

$45.99
$29.99
0.1 Lbs.

Lustrous imitation pearl hoop earrings. The highest quality imitation pearls fall
delicately from these classically styled 14K gold hoops. The perfect fashion
accessory for any occasion.

The hyperlink incorporates part of the required disclosure -- that diamond weights are
not exact -- and indicates the information (about weight ranges) that the link leads to.
The label notifies consumers about the type and importance of the information
accessible by this link.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

Diamond Weights are Not Exact
Click here for Weight Ranges.

3/4 Ct. Diamond Earrings
Retail Price

- $1365.00
Our Low Price - $ 975.00
Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

0.1 Lbs.

Classic diamond solitaire earrings. Our sparkling round-cut diamonds are
colorless and have only slight inclusions. Straight from the FTC's Washington
DC diamond mines. Set in a stylish six-prong setting of 14 karat gold. The
perfect fashion accessory for that special occasion.

Click-through page

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

JEWELRY INFORMATION
Diamonds
Diamond weights are stated in "carats." A carat is equal to 200 milligrams (or 1/5
gram). A carat is divided into 100 points. Therefore, a .25 carat diamond may
be referred to as a 25-point diamond.
Diamond weights may not be exact. For us to offer you these low FTC prices, we
sell our diamonds in size ranges. The following chart shows the range of weight
for each size diamond.
1/10 ct. can range from .09 to .11 carat
1/8 ct. can be .11 to .13 carat
1/7 ct. can be .13 to .15 carat
1/6 ct. can be .15 to .17 carat
1/5 ct. can be .18 to .22 carat
1/4 ct. can be .21 to .29 carat
1/3 ct. can be .30 to .36 carat
½ ct. can be .45 to .59 carat
5/8 ct. can be .59 to .67 carat
3/4 ct. can be .70 to .84 carat
7/8 ct. can be .85 to .95 carat
1 ct. can be .95 to 1.10 carat
1 1/4 ct. can be 1.20 to 1.29 carat
1 ½ ct. can be 1.45 to 1.55 carat
1 3/4 ct. can be 1.70 to 1.82 carat
2 ct can be 1.95 to 2.05 carat

This ad must disclose that the diamond weights are not exact and that a 3/4 carat
diamond may weigh between .70 and .84 carats. Underlining the "3/4 carat" may
indicate that it is a hyperlink, but it does not identify the relevance of the information it
leads to. Consumers may expect to find additional information about "carats" or
diamond weights generally, but not necessarily qualifying information.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

3/4 Ct. Diamond Earrings

Retail Price

- $1365.00
Our Low Price - $ 975.00

Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

0.1 Lbs.

Classic diamond solitaire earrings. Our sparkling round-cut diamonds are
colorless and have only slight inclusions. Straight from the FTC's Washington
DC diamond mines. Set in a stylish six-prong setting of 14 karat gold. The
perfect fashion accessory for that special occasion.

Click-through page

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

JEWELRY INFORMATION
Diamonds
Diamond weights are stated in "carats." A carat is equal to 200 milligrams (or 1/5
gram). A carat is divided into 100 points. Therefore, a .25 carat diamond may
be referred to as a 25-point diamond.
Diamond weights may not be exact. For us to offer you these low FTC prices, we
sell our diamonds in size ranges. The following chart shows the range of weight
for each size diamond.
1/10 ct. can range from .09 to .11 carat
1/8 ct. can be .11 to .13 carat
1/7 ct. can be .13 to .15 carat
1/6 ct. can be .15 to .17 carat
1/5 ct. can be .18 to .22 carat
1/4 ct. can be .21 to .29 carat
1/3 ct. can be .30 to .36 carat
½ ct. can be .45 to .59 carat
5/8 ct. can be .59 to .67 carat
3/4 ct. can be .70 to .84 carat
7/8 ct. can be .85 to .95 carat
1 ct. can be .95 to 1.10 carat
1 1/4 ct. can be 1.20 to 1.29 carat
1 ½ ct. can be 1.45 to 1.55 carat
1 3/4 ct. can be 1.70 to 1.82 carat
2 ct can be 1.95 to 2.05 carat

This ad must disclose that DJ Blackhand was paid for his endorsement. The name "DJ
Blackhand" is underlined to indicate that it is a hyperlink. Consumers may have different
understandings about what this link leads to -- for example, biographical information about
DJ or his picture -- and may see no reason to click on the link.
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Quick DDRIP is the REVOLUTIONARY
device that easily hooks up to your home
computer and phone line.

Quick DDRIP uses a special processing
chip, and proprietary compression,
decoding and caching techniques, to
manipulate and speed up data
transmissions.

"QD’s superior real-time
performance enhances the
gaming experience for all levels of
players. After I installed QD, it
didn’t take long for me to win my
first Wrath of Thor national
championship - and I’m still #1 this
year. Whether you’ve got a 486 or
a Pentium, QD can improve your
"see-and-react" abilities. Soon
you'll be winning all your
matches."
-- D.J. Blackhand

Quick DDRIP Gives You Unparalleled
Internet Performance
• NO DELAY waiting for images to load -Graphics-intensive Web pages load FAST!
• SPEEDY file downloads -- even huge files download
in a fraction of the time it takes you now! Try it with
your next online video purchase!
• ENHANCED streaming audio and video quality for
live Web events!
• UNBELIEVABLY FAST "action" in online games!
• FAST DELIVERY of graphics for FANTASTIC virtual
reality experiences!

Enjoy The Best Entertainment All From Home
WATCH A FULL-LENGTH MOVIE ONLINE!
No more waiting in line for a ticket or for the rental.
Find your favorite pay-per-view movies on the Web and let QD do the rest. With QD, streaming
pay-per-view movies start playing instantaneously -Quick DDRIP’s built in decoder sees to that!

Pay-Per-View Movie
Releases

CONCERT IN A CAN! Buy a VIRTUAL TICKET
and go on a LIVE WEB CONCERT TOUR with the
best musicians without ever leaving your home! And
you won’t believe the difference in audio and video
quality over existing technology! Whether you are a
movie buff or an audiophile, Quick DDRIP is
technology made for you.
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Important Information About D.J. Blackhand's
Endorsement of Quick DDRIP
QuickDDRIP, Inc. has paid D.J. Blackhand for his endorsement.

Because many of the experiences described in the testimonials may not be typical of what
consumers generally will experience with the product, a disclosure regarding this fact is
needed. The hyperlink, "Disclaimer" does not indicate that the testimonial claims are
qualified and does not indicate what consumers can expect to learn by clicking on it.
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SEE WHAT OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT QUICK DDRIP
"This product is AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I like the Internet again. Speeds are up by
90-95%. Now, I’m downloading from the Web in much less than 1/16 the time,
which is important in my line of work. The install was flawless and now, so are my
downloads. Thanks Quick DDRIP!"

– AlphaGeek, Silicon Alley ;^)
"My elderly father has had trouble reading ever since cataract surgery two years
ago. I’ve tried sending him books on tape, but it was always a cumbersome
process and I was never sure if he’d like my selections. We tried downloading
audio books from the Internet, but the process took FOREVER. Last month I sent
him the Quick DDRIP and he’s never been happier. He has instant (well, about 10
to 15 minutes as opposed to an hour or more before) access to digital quality
sound recordings of all his favorites, and new releases too. Now Mom is
threatening to move his LazyBoy to the PC."

-- Evelyn M., concerned daughter in Detroit, MI
"WOW! With Quick DDRIP I can watch any pay-per-view movie anytime I want
and the quality is great. When I tried to watch a pay-per-view movie streamed over
the Internet before, I experienced lost or delayed movie frames. No more. Now it’s
just like watching my own personal screening. And whatever movie I choose starts
playing in seconds. The convenience and quality can’t be beat."

-- Joe H., Movie Buff in Dubuque, IA
"Quick DDRIP is amazing! I converted the home video of my son’s birth to a digital
file and sent it via email to all the relatives. Almost all of them had problems
downloading the attached video file. But my Mom has a QD unit. Thanks to QD,
she was able to download the whole 9 hours of my son’s delivery in less than a
half hour, and then watch it just as if she was there. And we’ve got more video files
on the way - baby’s first smile, his first bath, his first visit from grandma, his first
trip to the doctor, his first bottle from daddy, . . . ."

-- Sam and Nancy, new parents in Tallahassee, FL
"Where can I invest? I’ve been sold since I saw a demonstration at the INTERNET
NOW Conference. I bought one as soon as they came out and it more than lives
up to the hype. No more problems with stop and start video feeds and I’ve never
been "disconnected" from the Internet during a live event because of slow
transmission speeds. Heck, I’ve never been disconnected during a download of a
movie for that matter - which may be because movies download 8 times faster with
Quick DDRIP than they did before."

-- Hugo P, Las Vegas, NV
"WHAT A CONCEPT! I’ve seen a lot of computer products, software and hardware
in my day and the Quick DDRIP really delivers. I frequently listen to Blues radio
stations on the Internet and have always had problems with fidelity and distortion.
Not any more -- with QD’s higher speeds, I get hi-fidelity, Dolby-quality sound at
analog prices. And it’s so fast and reliable!"

-- Skip J., audiophile, St Louis, MO
"Quick DDRIP is a life saver - its real time access to football games on the Internet
is incredible. No more of those irritating jerky delays when I’m watching my
favorite games (you know, where the missing frame is the part showing the
completion of the pass) - and the picture is sharp enough to tell if the running
back’s foot was out of bounds when he caught that long pass (no instant replay
needed!!) And the best part is I’m no longer limited to watching East Coast games
broadcast on TV - but can keep up with the Big 12. (GO WILDCATS!!)"

-- Jerry W., transplanted K-State fan, Baltimore, MD
"Quick DDRIP outperforms the other equipment on the market. I listen to a lot of
high fidelity symphonic recordings and I must say that Quick DDRIP really lives up
to its reputation. I can download performances of the Berlin Symphony Orchestra
off the Internet in just a few minutes and the sound quality is unbeatable. Without
Quick DDRIP, I just didn’t have the patience to wait for the entire symphony to
download. Now there’s a whole new world of music for me to explore!"

– Curt D., music lover in Mobile, AL

Click-through page
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Important Information About Quick DDRIP's Performance
Speed Improvements and Audio/Video Quality will vary depending on your
individual computer equipment and phone line conditions. You should not expect
to achieve results as good as those described in the testimonials.

Although this hyperlink indicates that more information is available, it does not indicate
the importance of this information or the fact that it is related to the diamond weight.
Consumers may believe, for example, that this link takes them to shipping and ordering
information, rather than information about the diamond’s weight.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

Click here for more details
on the jewelry item you are purchasing.

3/4 Ct. Diamond Earrings
Retail Price

- $1365.00
Our Low Price - $ 975.00
Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

0.1 Lbs.

Classic diamond solitaire earrings. Our sparkling round-cut diamonds are
colorless and have only slight inclusions. Straight from the FTC's Washington
DC diamond mines. Set in a stylish six-prong setting of 14 karat gold. The
perfect fashion accessory for that special occasion.

Click-through page

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

JEWELRY INFORMATION
Diamonds
Diamond weights are stated in "carats." A carat is equal to 200 milligrams (or 1/5
gram). A carat is divided into 100 points. Therefore, a .25 carat diamond may
be referred to as a 25-point diamond.
Diamond weights may not be exact. For us to offer you these low FTC prices, we
sell our diamonds in size ranges. The following chart shows the range of weight
for each size diamond.
1/10 ct. can range from .09 to .11 carat
1/8 ct. can be .11 to .13 carat
1/7 ct. can be .13 to .15 carat
1/6 ct. can be .15 to .17 carat
1/5 ct. can be .18 to .22 carat
1/4 ct. can be .21 to .29 carat
1/3 ct. can be .30 to .36 carat
½ ct. can be .45 to .59 carat
5/8 ct. can be .59 to .67 carat
3/4 ct. can be .70 to .84 carat
7/8 ct. can be .85 to .95 carat
1 ct. can be .95 to 1.10 carat
1 1/4 ct. can be 1.20 to 1.29 carat
1 ½ ct. can be 1.45 to 1.55 carat
1 3/4 ct. can be 1.70 to 1.82 carat
2 ct can be 1.95 to 2.05 carat

This ad must disclose that DJ Blackhand was paid for his endorsement. The
asterisk next to DJ's name does not suggest the importance and relevance of
information that the link leads to. Because many consumers may easily miss the
asterisk hyperlink, it is not clear and conspicuous.
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Quick DDRIP is the REVOLUTIONARY
device that easily hooks up to your home
computer and phone line.

Quick DDRIP uses a special processing
chip, and proprietary compression,
decoding and caching techniques, to
manipulate and speed up data
transmissions.

"QD’s superior real-time
performance enhances the
gaming experience for all levels of
players. After I installed QD, it
didn’t take long for me to win my
first Wrath of Thor national
championship - and I’m still #1 this
year. Whether you’ve got a 486 or
a Pentium, QD can improve your
"see-and-react" abilities. Soon
you'll be winning all your
matches."
-- D.J. Blackhand*

Quick DDRIP Gives You Unparalleled
Internet Performance
• NO DELAY waiting for images to load -Graphics-intensive Web pages load FAST!
• SPEEDY file downloads -- even huge files download
in a fraction of the time it takes you now! Try it with
your next online video purchase!
• ENHANCED streaming audio and video quality for
live Web events!
• UNBELIEVABLY FAST "action" in online games!
• FAST DELIVERY of graphics for FANTASTIC virtual
reality experiences!

Enjoy The Best Entertainment All From Home
WATCH A FULL-LENGTH MOVIE ONLINE!
No more waiting in line for a ticket or for the rental. Find
your favorite pay-per-view movies on the Web - and let
QD do the rest. With QD, streaming pay-per-view movies
start playing instantaneously -- Quick DDRIP’s built in
decoder sees to that!

Pay-Per-View Movie
Releases

CONCERT IN A CAN! Buy a VIRTUAL TICKET and
go on a LIVE WEB CONCERT TOUR with the best
musicians without ever leaving your home! And you won’t
believe the difference in audio and video quality over
existing technology! Whether you are a movie buff or an
audiophile, Quick DDRIP is technology made for you.
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Important Information About D.J. Blackhand's
Endorsement of Quick DDRIP
QuickDDRIP, Inc. has paid D.J. Blackhand for his endorsement.

This ad must disclose that DJ Blackhand was paid for his endorsement. It is not
clear that the red star next to DJ’s name is a hyperlink. It is also confusing because
the same type of star is used on another part of the page solely as a graphic.
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Make the Internet
FUN again.

ORDER NOW

Quick DDRIP is the REVOLUTIONARY
device that easily hooks up to your home
computer and phone line.

Quick DDRIP uses a special processing
chip, and proprietary compression,
decoding and caching techniques, to
manipulate and speed up data
transmissions.

"QD’s superior real-time
performance enhances the
gaming experience for all levels of
players. After I installed QD, it
didn’t take long for me to win my
first Wrath of Thor national
championship - and I’m still #1 this
year. Whether you’ve got a 486 or
a Pentium, QD can improve your
"see-and-react" abilities. Soon
you'll be winning all your
matches."
-- D.J. Blackhand

Quick DDRIP Gives You Unparalleled
Internet Performance
• NO DELAY waiting for images to load -Graphics-intensive Web pages load FAST!
• SPEEDY file downloads -- even huge files download
in a fraction of the time it takes you now! Try it with
your next online video purchase!
• ENHANCED streaming audio and video quality for
live Web events!
• UNBELIEVABLY FAST "action" in online games!
• FAST DELIVERY of graphics for FANTASTIC virtual
reality experiences!

Enjoy The Best Entertainment All From Home
WATCH A FULL-LENGTH MOVIE ONLINE!
No more waiting in line for a ticket or for the rental. Find your
favorite pay-per-view movies on the Web - and let QD do the
rest. With QD, streaming pay-per-view movies start playing
instantaneously -- Quick DDRIP’s built in decoder sees to
that!
CONCERT IN A CAN! Buy a VIRTUAL TICKET and
go on a LIVE WEB CONCERT TOUR with the best
musicians without ever leaving your home! And you won’t
believe the difference in audio and video quality over existing
technology! Whether you are a movie buff or an audiophile,
Quick DDRIP is technology made for you.
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Important Information About D.J. Blackhand's
Endorsement of Quick DDRIP
QuickDDRIP, Inc. has paid D.J. Blackhand for his endorsement.

The descriptive hyperlink in this ad is placed adjacent to the 3/4 carat diamond weight
claim. This helps to ensure that consumers notice the link and relate it to the
testimonial.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

Diamond Weights are Not Exact
Click here for Weight Ranges.

3/4 Ct. Diamond Earrings
Retail Price

- $1365.00
Our Low Price - $ 975.00
Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

0.1 Lbs.

Classic diamond solitaire earrings. Our sparkling round-cut diamonds are
colorless and have only slight inclusions. Straight from the FTC's Washington
DC diamond mines. Set in a stylish six-prong setting of 14 karat gold. The
perfect fashion accessory for that special occasion.

Click-through page

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

JEWELRY INFORMATION
Diamonds
Diamond weights are stated in "carats." A carat is equal to 200 milligrams (or 1/5
gram). A carat is divided into 100 points. Therefore, a .25 carat diamond may
be referred to as a 25-point diamond.
Diamond weights may not be exact. For us to offer you these low FTC prices, we
sell our diamonds in size ranges. The following chart shows the range of weight
for each size diamond.
1/10 ct. can range from .09 to .11 carat
1/8 ct. can be .11 to .13 carat
1/7 ct. can be .13 to .15 carat
1/6 ct. can be .15 to .17 carat
1/5 ct. can be .18 to .22 carat
1/4 ct. can be .21 to .29 carat
1/3 ct. can be .30 to .36 carat
½ ct. can be .45 to .59 carat
5/8 ct. can be .59 to .67 carat
3/4 ct. can be .70 to .84 carat
7/8 ct. can be .85 to .95 carat
1 ct. can be .95 to 1.10 carat
1 1/4 ct. can be 1.20 to 1.29 carat
1 ½ ct. can be 1.45 to 1.55 carat
1 3/4 ct. can be 1.70 to 1.82 carat
2 ct can be 1.95 to 2.05 carat

This hyperlink may be easily missed by consumers because it is separated from the 3/4
carat claim and because it appears below blank space that suggests that there is no
further information to view.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

3/4 Ct. Diamond Earrings

Retail Price

- $1365.00
Our Low Price - $ 975.00
Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

0.1 Lbs.

Classic diamond solitaire earrings. Our sparkling round-cut diamonds are
colorless and have only slight inclusions. Straight from the FTC's Washington
DC diamond mines. Set in a stylish six-prong setting of 14 karat gold. The
perfect fashion accessory for that special occasion.

Diamond Weights Are Not Exact. Click Here for Weight Ranges.

Click-through page

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

JEWELRY INFORMATION
Diamonds
Diamond weights are stated in "carats." A carat is equal to 200 milligrams (or 1/5
gram). A carat is divided into 100 points. Therefore, a .25 carat diamond may
be referred to as a 25-point diamond.
Diamond weights may not be exact. For us to offer you these low FTC prices, we
sell our diamonds in size ranges. The following chart shows the range of weight
for each size diamond.
1/10 ct. can range from .09 to .11 carat
1/8 ct. can be .11 to .13 carat
1/7 ct. can be .13 to .15 carat
1/6 ct. can be .15 to .17 carat
1/5 ct. can be .18 to .22 carat
1/4 ct. can be .21 to .29 carat
1/3 ct. can be .30 to .36 carat
½ ct. can be .45 to .59 carat
5/8 ct. can be .59 to .67 carat
3/4 ct. can be .70 to .84 carat
7/8 ct. can be .85 to .95 carat
1 ct. can be .95 to 1.10 carat
1 1/4 ct. can be 1.20 to 1.29 carat
1 ½ ct. can be 1.45 to 1.55 carat
1 3/4 ct. can be 1.70 to 1.82 carat
2 ct can be 1.95 to 2.05 carat

The disclosure on the click-through page -- concerning DJ Blackhand’s endorsement -- is
included in the middle of unrelated text and large amounts of graphics. It is not obvious to
a consumer who clicked to this page where the disclosure is and its relevance.
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Make the Internet
FUN again.

ORDER NOW

Quick DDRIP is the REVOLUTIONARY
device that easily hooks up to your home
computer and phone line.

Quick DDRIP uses a special processing
chip, and proprietary compression,
decoding and caching techniques, to
manipulate and speed up data
transmissions.

"QD’s superior real-time
performance enhances the gaming
experience for all levels of players.
After I installed QD, it didn’t take
long for me to win my first Wrath of
Thor national championship - and
I’m still #1 this year. Whether
you’ve got a 486 or a Pentium, QD
can improve your "see-and-react"
abilities. Soon you'll be winning all
your matches."
--D.J. Blackhand
Paid Endorsement

Quick DDRIP Gives You Unparalleled
Internet Performance
• NO DELAY waiting for images to load --

Graphics-intensive Web pages load FAST!
• SPEEDY file downloads -- even huge files download in a
fraction of the time it takes you now! Try it with your next
online video purchase!
• ENHANCED streaming audio and video quality for live
Web events!
• UNBELIEVABLY FAST "action" in online games!
• FAST DELIVERY of graphics for FANTASTIC virtual
reality experiences!

Enjoy The Best Entertainment
All From Home
WATCH A FULL-LENGTH MOVIE ONLINE!
No more waiting in line for a ticket or for the rental.
Find your favorite pay-per-view movies on the Web and let QD do the rest. With QD, streaming
pay-per-view movies start playing instantaneously -Quick DDRIP’s built in decoder sees to that!

Pay-Per-View Movie
Releases

CONCERT IN A CAN! Buy a VIRTUAL TICKET
and go on a LIVE WEB CONCERT TOUR with the best
musicians without ever leaving your home! And you
won’t believe the difference in audio and video quality
over existing technology! Whether you are a movie buff
or an audiophile, Quick DDRIP is technology made for
you.
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How QD Works

What Customers Say
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Experts
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Priced at just

$129.95
+ Shipping and Handling
($9.95, 2 days shipping, $.4.95 for 5 days shipping)

HOT HOT HOT!!!
Over 40,000 satisfied customers - and the numbers keep growing!

* D.J. Blackhand has been involved in the gaming world since he was 12 years
old. After purchasing Quick DDRIP, he rapidly ascended the Wrath of Thor
tournament levels to become the intergalactic champion several years running.
D.J. loves all kinds of games and plays several hours daily. His interests also
include playing with his Briard dog, Thunder, and running on the beach.
QuickDDRIP, Inc. has paid D.J. Blackhand for his endorsement.

Reviewers in Web Surfer Pro, Families Online, and
Moviemag.com are unanimous in their praise of QD:
"Easy setup, good performance, reasonable price - what more
could you want?" Moviemag.com Click here to read review
"Quick DDRIP is truly revolutionary. It will turn the PC into the
Family Entertainment Center" Families Online (February 21,
1999) Click here to read review
"A great alternative to waiting for hi-speed phone or cable Internet
services to reach your neighborhood."
Web Surfer Pro (March 1999) Click here to read review

The hyperlink on this page takes consumers to the top of the click-through page. The
disclosure about diamond weights is provided in the middle of the page and consumers
must scroll down to find this information. The hyperlink should bring consumers directly
to the disclosure.

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

Diamond Weights are Not Exact
Click here for Weight Ranges.

3/4 Ct. Diamond Earrings
Retail Price

- $1365.00
Our Low Price - $ 975.00
Item#: GRTDEAL
Shipping Weight:

0.1 Lbs.

Classic diamond solitaire earrings. Our sparkling round-cut diamonds are
colorless and have only slight inclusions. Straight from the FTC's Washington DC
diamond mines. Set in a stylish six-prong setting of 14 karat gold. The perfect
fashion accessory for that special occasion.

Click-through page

FTC FASHION JEWELRY

JEWELRY INFORMATION

Colored Gemstones

Pearls

Diamonds

Colored Gemstones
Colored gemstones may be treated to enhance their color or durability. These treatments
may not be permanent and the effects of some treatments may lessen or change over time.
You need to take special care of treated gemstones. Do not use ultrasonic cleaners or
harsh solvents to clean your gemstone. Also, do not expose your gemstone to sudden,
extreme changes in temperature.
Our gemstone rings are available in the standard sizes, 5 through 8. For an additional
charge of $2, you may order rings in other sizes. Please contact a customer service
representative to place this special order.
Pearls
Natural or real pearls are made by oysters and other mollusks. Cultured pearls also are
grown by mollusks, but with human intervention; that is, an irritant introduced into the
shells causes a pearl to grow. Imitation pearls are man-made with glass, plastic, or organic
materials. Because natural pearls are very rare, most pearls used in jewelry are either
cultured or imitation pearls.
To clean your pearls, simply wipe them with a soft, dry cloth. You should not use any
commercial cleaners for your pearls.
Diamonds
Diamond weights are stated in "carats." A carat is equal to 200 milligrams (or 1/5 gram). A
carat is divided into 100 points. Therefore, a .25 carat diamond may be referred to as a

25-point diamond.
Diamond weights may not be exact. For us to offer you these low FTC prices, we sell our
diamonds in size ranges. The following chart shows the range of weight for each size
diamond.
1/10 ct. can range from .09 to .11 carat
1/8 ct. can be .11 to .13 carat
1/7 ct. can be .13 to .15 carat
1/6 ct. can be .15 to .17 carat
1/5 ct. can be .18 to .22 carat
1/4 ct. can be .21 to .29 carat
1/3 ct. can be .30 to .36 carat
½ ct. can be .45 to .59 carat
5/8 ct. can be .59 to .67 carat
3/4 ct. can be .70 to .84 carat
7/8 ct. can be .85 to .95 carat
1 ct. can be .95 to 1.10 carat
1 1/4 ct. can be 1.20 to 1.29 carat
1 ½ ct. can be 1.45 to 1.55 carat
1 3/4 ct. can be 1.70 to 1.82 carat
2 ct can be 1.95 to 2.05 carat

This disclosure appears as scrolling text when viewed with one browser, Microsoft
Explorer, but it may not appear when viewed with another browser, Netscape.
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Make the Internet
FUN again.

ORDER NOW

QD’s superior real-time
performance enhances the gaming
experience for all levels of players.
After I installed QD, it didn’t take
long for me to win my first Wrath of
Thor national championship - and
I’m still #1 this year. Whether
you’ve got a 486 or a Pentium, QD
Quick DDRIP uses a special processing
can improve your "see-and-react"
chip, and proprietary compression, decoding abilities. Soon you'll be winning all
and caching techniques, to manipulate and your matches."

Quick DDRIP is the REVOLUTIONARY
device that easily hooks up to your home
computer and phone line.

speed up data transmissions.

--D.J. Blackhand
QuickDDRIP, Inc.
has paid D.J.
Blackhand for his
endorsement.

Quick DDRIP Gives You Unparalleled
Internet Performance
• NO DELAY waiting for images to load -Graphics-intensive Web pages load FAST!
• SPEEDY file downloads -- even huge files download in a
fraction of the time it takes you now! Try it with your next
online video purchase!
• ENHANCED streaming audio and video quality for live
Web events!
• UNBELIEVABLY FAST "action" in online games!
• FAST DELIVERY of graphics for FANTASTIC virtual
reality experiences!

Enjoy The Best Entertainment All From Home
WATCH A FULL-LENGTH MOVIE ONLINE!
No more waiting in line for a ticket or for the
rental. Find your favorite pay-per-view movies on
the Web - and let QD do the rest. With QD,
streaming pay-per-view movies start playing
instantaneously -- Quick DDRIP’s built in
decoder sees to that!

Pay-Per-View Movie
Releases

CONCERT IN A CAN! Buy a VIRTUAL
TICKET and go on a LIVE WEB CONCERT
TOUR with the best musicians without ever
leaving your home! And you won’t believe the
difference in audio and video quality over existing
technology! Whether you are a movie buff or an
audiophile, Quick DDRIP is technology made for
you.
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How QD Works
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Webcasters
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SEE WHAT OUR SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT
QUICK DDRIP
"This product is AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I like the Internet again. Speeds
are up by 90-95%. Now, I’m downloading from the Web in much less
than 1/16 the time, which is important in my line of work. The install was
flawless and now, so are my downloads. Thanks Quick DDRIP!"
– AlphaGeek, Silicon Alley ;^)
"My elderly father has had trouble reading ever since cataract surgery
two years ago. I’ve tried sending him books on tape, but it was always a
cumbersome process and I was never sure if he’d like my selections.
We tried downloading audio books from the Internet, but the process
took FOREVER. Last month I sent him the Quick DDRIP and he’s
never been happier. He has instant (well, about 10 to 15 minutes as
opposed to an hour or more before) access to digital quality sound
recordings of all his favorites, and new releases too. Now Mom is
threatening to move his LazyBoy to the PC."
-- Evelyn M., concerned daughter in Detroit, MI
"WOW! With Quick DDRIP I can watch any pay-per-view movie
anytime I want and the quality is great. When I tried to watch a
pay-per-view movie streamed over the Internet before, I experienced
lost or delayed movie frames. No more. Now it’s just like watching my
own personal screening. And whatever movie I choose starts playing in
seconds. The convenience and quality can’t be beat."
-- Joe H., Movie Buff in Dubuque, IA
"Quick DDRIP is amazing! I converted the home video of my son’s
birth to a digital file and sent it via email to all the relatives. Almost all of
them had problems downloading the attached video file. But my Mom
has a QD unit. Thanks to QD, she was able to download the whole 9
hours of my son’s delivery in less than a half hour, and then watch it
just as if she was there. And we’ve got more video files on the way baby’s first smile, his first bath, his first visit from grandma, his first trip
to the doctor, his first bottle from daddy, . . . ."
-- Sam and Nancy, new parents in Tallahassee, FL
"Where can I invest? I’ve been sold since I saw a demonstration at the
INTERNET NOW Conference. I bought one as soon as they came out
and it more than lives up to the hype. No more problems with stop and
start video feeds and I’ve never been "disconnected" from the Internet
during a live event because of slow transmission speeds. Heck, I’ve
never been disconnected during a download of a movie for that matter
- which may be because movies download 8 times faster with Quick

DDRIP than they did before."
-- Hugo P, Las Vegas, NV
"WHAT A CONCEPT! I’ve seen a lot of computer products, software
and hardware in my day and the Quick DDRIP really delivers. I
frequently listen to Blues radio stations on the Internet and have always
had problems with fidelity and distortion. Not any more -- with QD’s
higher speeds, I get hi-fidelity, Dolby-quality sound at analog prices.
And it’s so fast and reliable!"
-- Skip J., audiophile, St Louis, MO
"Quick DDRIP is a life saver - its real time access to football games on
the Internet is incredible. No more of those irritating jerky delays when
I’m watching my favorite games (you know, where the missing frame is
the part showing the completion of the pass) - and the picture is sharp
enough to tell if the running back’s foot was out of bounds when he
caught that long pass (no instant replay needed!!) And the best part is
I’m no longer limited to watching East Coast games broadcast on TV but can keep up with the Big 12. (GO WILDCATS!!)"
-- Jerry W., transplanted K-State fan, Baltimore, MD
"Quick DDRIP outperforms the other equipment on the market. I listen
to a lot of high fidelity symphonic recordings and I must say that Quick
DDRIP really lives up to its reputation. I can download performances of
the Berlin Symphony Orchestra off the Internet in just a few minutes
and the sound quality is unbeatable. Without Quick DDRIP, I just didn’t
have the patience to wait for the entire symphony to download. Now
there’s a whole new world of music for me to explore!"
– Curt D., music lover in Mobile, AL

Quick DDRIP
Stop the Waiting -

Get in the Game
Important Information
About
Quick DDRIP's
Performance
Speed Improvements and
Audio/Video Quality will vary
depending on your individual
computer equipment and phone
line conditions. You should not
expect to achieve results as good
as those described.

The pop-up screen that contains the disclosure appears when you first access this page. If
you click on another portion of the page, the pop-up window minimizes and disappears
from the display area. The pop-up screen may not reappear if you re-access this page.
Consumers may miss the disclosure, especially if they do not understand how to display a
minimized pop-up window (by clicking on its button at the bottom of the screen).
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SEE WHAT OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT QUICK DDRIP
"This product is AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I like the Internet again. Speeds are up by
90-95%. Now, I’m downloading from the Web in much less than 1/16 the time,
which is important in my line of work. The install was flawless and now, so are my
downloads. Thanks Quick DDRIP!"
– AlphaGeek, Silicon Alley ;^)
"My elderly father has had trouble reading ever since cataract surgery two years
ago. I’ve tried sending him books on tape, but it was always a cumbersome process
and I was never sure if he’d like my selections. We tried downloading audio books
from the Internet, but the process took FOREVER. Last month I sent him the Quick
DDRIP and he’s never been happier. He has instant (well, about 10 to 15 minutes
as opposed to an hour or more before) access to digital quality sound recordings of
all his favorites, and new releases too. Now Mom is threatening to move his
LazyBoy to the PC."
-- Evelyn M., concerned daughter in Detroit, MI
"WOW! With Quick DDRIP I can watch any pay-per-view movie I want any time I
want and the quality is great. When I tried to watch a pay-per-view movie streamed
over the Internet before, I experienced lost or delayed movie frames. No more. Now
it’s just like watching my own personal screening. And whatever movie I choose
starts playing in seconds. The convenience and quality can’t be beat."
-- Joe H., Movie Buff in Dubuque, IA
"Quick DDRIP is amazing! I converted the home video of my son’s birth to a digital
file and sent it via email to all the relatives. Almost all of them had problems
downloading the attached video file. But my Mom has a QD unit. Thanks to QD, she
was able to download the whole 9 hours of my son’s delivery in less than a half
hour, and then watch it just as if she was there. And we’ve got more video files on
the way - baby’s first smile, his first bath, his first visit from grandma, his first trip to
the doctor, his first bottle from daddy, . . . ."
-- Sam and Nancy, new parents in Tallahassee, FL

"Where can I invest? I’ve been sold since I saw a demonstration at the INTERNET
NOW Conference. I bought one as soon as they came out and it more than lives up
to the hype. No more problems with stop and start video feeds and I’ve never been
"disconnected" from the Internet during a live event because of slow transmission
speeds. Heck, I’ve never been disconnected during a download of a movie for that
matter - which may be because movies download 8 times faster with Quick DDRIP
than they did before."
-- Hugo P, Las Vegas, NV
"WHAT A CONCEPT! I’ve seen a lot of computer products, software and hardware
in my day and the Quick DDRIP really delivers. I frequently listen to Blues radio
stations on the Internet and have always had problems with fidelity and distortion.
Not any more -- with QD’s higher speeds, I get hi-fidelity, Dolby-quality sound at
analog prices. And it’s so fast and reliable!"
-- Skip J., audiophile, St Louis, MO
"Quick DDRIP is a life saver - its real time access to football games on the Internet
is incredible. No more of those irritating jerky delays when I’m watching my
favorite games (you know, where the missing frame is the part showing the
completion of the pass) - and the picture is sharp enough to tell if the running
back’s foot was out of bounds when he caught that long pass (no instant replay
needed!!) And the best part is I’m no longer limited to watching East Coast games
broadcast on TV - but can keep up with the Big 12. (GO WILDCATS!!)"
-- Jerry W., transplanted K-State fan, Baltimore, MD
"Quick DDRIP outperforms the other equipment on the market. I listen to a lot of
high fidelity symphonic recordings and I must say that Quick DDRIP really lives up
to its reputation. I can download performances of the Berlin Symphony Orchestra
off the Internet in just a few minutes and the sound quality is unbeatable. Without
Quick DDRIP, I just didn’t have the patience to wait for the entire symphony to
download. Now there’s a whole new world of music for me to explore!"
– Curt D., music lover in Mobile, AL

QuickDDRIP - POP-UP
Important Information About Quick DDRIP's Performance:
Speed Improvements and Audio/Video Quality will vary
depending on your individual computer equipment and phone line
conditions. You should not expect to achieve results as good as
those described in the testimonials.

Because many of the experiences described in the testimonials may not be typical of what
consumers generally will experience with the product, a disclosure regarding this fact is
needed. Consumers visiting this site might read the testimonials, reach a conclusion about
the product based on them, click on and review numerous other pages on the site, and
then finally decide to buy the product. They therefore might not relate a disclosure placed
on the ordering page to the claims on the testimonial page.
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SEE WHAT OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT QUICK DDRIP

"This product is AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I like the Internet again. Speeds are up by
90-95%. Now, I’m downloading from the Web in much less than 1/16 the time, which is
important in my line of work. The install was flawless and now, so are my downloads.
Thanks Quick DDRIP!"
– AlphaGeek, Silicon Alley ;^)
"My elderly father has had trouble reading ever since cataract surgery two years ago.
I’ve tried sending him books on tape, but it was always a cumbersome process and I
was never sure if he’d like my selections. We tried downloading audio books from the
Internet, but the process took FOREVER. Last month I sent him the Quick DDRIP and
he’s never been happier. He has instant (well, about 10 to 15 minutes as opposed to an
hour or more before) access to digital quality sound recordings of all his favorites, and
new releases too. Now Mom is threatening to move his LazyBoy to the PC."
-- Evelyn M., concerned daughter in Detroit, MI
"WOW! With Quick DDRIP I can watch any pay-per-view movie anytime I want and the
quality is great. When I tried to watch a pay-per-view movie streamed over the Internet
before, I experienced lost or delayed movie frames. No more. Now it’s just like watching
my own personal screening. And whatever movie I choose starts playing in seconds.
The convenience and quality can’t be beat."
-- Joe H., Movie Buff in Dubuque, IA
"Quick DDRIP is amazing! I converted the home video of my son’s birth to a digital file
and sent it via email to all the relatives. Almost all of them had problems downloading
the attached video file. But my Mom has a QD unit. Thanks to QD, she was able to
download the whole 9 hours of my son’s delivery in less than a half hour, and then
watch it just as if she was there. And we’ve got more video files on the way - baby’s first
smile, his first bath, his first visit from grandma, his first trip to the doctor, his first bottle

from daddy, . . . ."
-- Sam and Nancy, new parents in Tallahassee, FL
"Where can I invest? I’ve been sold since I saw a demonstration at the INTERNET
NOW Conference. I bought one as soon as they came out and it more than lives up to
the hype. No more problems with stop and start video feeds and I’ve never been
"disconnected" from the Internet during a live event because of slow transmission
speeds. Heck, I’ve never been disconnected during a download of a movie for that
matter - which may be because movies download 8 times faster with Quick DDRIP than
they did before."
-- Hugo P, Las Vegas, NV
"WHAT A CONCEPT! I’ve seen a lot of computer products, software and hardware in
my day and the Quick DDRIP really delivers. I frequently listen to Blues radio stations
on the Internet and have always had problems with fidelity and distortion. Not any more
-- with QD’s higher speeds, I get hi-fidelity, Dolby-quality sound at analog prices. And
it’s so fast and reliable!"
-- Skip J., audiophile, St Louis, MO
"Quick DDRIP is a life saver - its real time access to football games on the Internet is
incredible. No more of those irritating jerky delays when I’m watching my favorite
games (you know, where the missing frame is the part showing the completion of the
pass) - and the picture is sharp enough to tell if the running back’s foot was out of
bounds when he caught that long pass (no instant replay needed!!) And the best part is
I’m no longer limited to watching East Coast games broadcast on TV - but can keep up
with the Big 12. (GO WILDCATS!!)"
-- Jerry W., transplanted K-State fan, Baltimore, MD
"Quick DDRIP outperforms the other equipment on the market. I listen to a lot of high
fidelity symphonic recordings and I must say that Quick DDRIP really lives up to its
reputation. I can download performances of the Berlin Symphony Orchestra off the
Internet in just a few minutes and the sound quality is unbeatable. Without Quick
DDRIP, I just didn’t have the patience to wait for the entire symphony to download. Now
there’s a whole new world of music for me to explore!"
– Curt D., music lover in Mobile, AL
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Please Note: Speed Improvements and Audio/Video Quality will vary depending on
your individual computer equipment and phone line conditions. You should not
expect to achieve results as good as those described in the testimonials.
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SEE WHAT OUR SATISFIED CUSTOMERS HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT QUICK DDRIP *
* Speed Improvements and Audio/Video Quality will vary depending on your
individual computer equipment and phone line conditions. You should not expect to
achieve results as good as those described.
"This product is AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I like the Internet again. Speeds are up by
90-95%. Now, I’m downloading from the Web in much less than 1/16 the time,
which is important in my line of work. The install was flawless and now, so are my
downloads. Thanks Quick DDRIP!"
– AlphaGeek, Silicon Alley ;^)
"My elderly father has had trouble reading ever since cataract surgery two years
ago. I’ve tried sending him books on tape, but it was always a cumbersome
process and I was never sure if he’d like my selections. We tried downloading
audio books from the Internet, but the process took FOREVER. Last month I sent
him the Quick DDRIP and he’s never been happier. He has instant (well, about 10
to 15 minutes as opposed to an hour or more before) access to digital quality
sound recordings of all his favorites, and new releases too. Now Mom is
threatening to move his LazyBoy to the PC."
-- Evelyn M., concerned daughter in Detroit, MI
"WOW! With Quick DDRIP I can watch any pay-per-view movie anytime I want
and the quality is great. When I tried to watch a pay-per-view movie streamed
over the Internet before, I experienced lost or delayed movie frames. No more.
Now it’s just like watching my own personal screening. And whatever movie I
choose starts playing in seconds. The convenience and quality can’t be beat."
-- Joe H., Movie Buff in Dubuque, IA
"Quick DDRIP is amazing! I converted the home video of my son’s birth to a digital
file and sent it via email to all the relatives. Almost all of them had problems
downloading the attached video file. But my Mom has a QD unit. Thanks to QD,
she was able to download the whole 9 hours of my son’s delivery in less than a
half hour, and then watch it just as if she was there. And we’ve got more video files
on the way - baby’s first smile, his first bath, his first visit from grandma, his first
trip to the doctor, his first bottle from daddy, . . . ."

-- Sam and Nancy, new parents in Tallahassee, FL
"Where can I invest? I’ve been sold since I saw a demonstration at the INTERNET
NOW Conference. I bought one as soon as they came out and it more than lives
up to the hype. No more problems with stop and start video feeds and I’ve never
been "disconnected" from the Internet during a live event because of slow
transmission speeds. Heck, I’ve never been disconnected during a download of a
movie for that matter - which may be because movies download 8 times faster with
Quick DDRIP than they did before."
-- Hugo P, Las Vegas, NV
"WHAT A CONCEPT! I’ve seen a lot of computer products, software and hardware
in my day and the Quick DDRIP really delivers. I frequently listen to Blues radio
stations on the Internet and have always had problems with fidelity and distortion.
Not any more -- with QD’s higher speeds, I get hi-fidelity, Dolby-quality sound at
analog prices. And it’s so fast and reliable!"
-- Skip J., audiophile, St Louis, MO
"Quick DDRIP is a life saver - its real time access to football games on the
Internet is incredible. No more of those irritating jerky delays when I’m watching
my favorite games (you know, where the missing frame is the part showing the
completion of the pass) - and the picture is sharp enough to tell if the running
back’s foot was out of bounds when he caught that long pass (no instant replay
needed!!) And the best part is I’m no longer limited to watching East Coast games
broadcast on TV - but can keep up with the Big 12. (GO WILDCATS!!)"
-- Jerry W., transplanted K-State fan, Baltimore, MD
"Quick DDRIP outperforms the other equipment on the market. I listen to a lot of
high fidelity symphonic recordings and I must say that Quick DDRIP really lives up
to its reputation. I can download performances of the Berlin Symphony Orchestra
off the Internet in just a few minutes and the sound quality is unbeatable. Without
Quick DDRIP, I just didn’t have the patience to wait for the entire symphony to
download. Now there’s a whole new world of music for me to explore!"
– Curt D., music lover in Mobile, AL
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* Speed Improvements and Audio/Video Quality will vary depending on your individual
computer equipment and phone line conditions. You should not expect to achieve results as
good as those described.
"This product is AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I like the Internet again. Speeds are up by
90-95%. Now, I’m downloading from the Web in much less than 1/16 the time,
which is important in my line of work. The install was flawless and now, so are my
downloads. Thanks Quick DDRIP!"
– AlphaGeek, Silicon Alley ;^)
"My elderly father has had trouble reading ever since cataract surgery two years
ago. I’ve tried sending him books on tape, but it was always a cumbersome
process and I was never sure if he’d like my selections. We tried downloading
audio books from the Internet, but the process took FOREVER. Last month I sent
him the Quick DDRIP and he’s never been happier. He has instant (well, about 10
to 15 minutes as opposed to an hour or more before) access to digital quality
sound recordings of all his favorites, and new releases too. Now Mom is
threatening to move his LazyBoy to the PC."
-- Evelyn M., concerned daughter in Detroit, MI
"WOW! With Quick DDRIP I can watch any pay-per-view movie anytime I want
and the quality is great. When I tried to watch a pay-per-view movie streamed
over the Internet before, I experienced lost or delayed movie frames. No more.
Now it’s just like watching my own personal screening. And whatever movie I
choose starts playing in seconds. The convenience and quality can’t be beat."
-- Joe H., Movie Buff in Dubuque, IA
"Quick DDRIP is amazing! I converted the home video of my son’s birth to a digital
file and sent it via email to all the relatives. Almost all of them had problems
downloading the attached video file. But my Mom has a QD unit. Thanks to QD,
she was able to download the whole 9 hours of my son’s delivery in less than a
half hour, and then watch it just as if she was there. And we’ve got more video files
on the way - baby’s first smile, his first bath, his first visit from grandma, his first
trip to the doctor, his first bottle from daddy, . . . ."
-- Sam and Nancy, new parents in Tallahassee, FL

"Where can I invest? I’ve been sold since I saw a demonstration at the INTERNET
NOW Conference. I bought one as soon as they came out and it more than lives
up to the hype. No more problems with stop and start video feeds and I’ve never
been "disconnected" from the Internet during a live event because of slow
transmission speeds. Heck, I’ve never been disconnected during a download of a
movie for that matter - which may be because movies download 8 times faster with
Quick DDRIP than they did before."
-- Hugo P, Las Vegas, NV
"WHAT A CONCEPT! I’ve seen a lot of computer products, software and hardware
in my day and the Quick DDRIP really delivers. I frequently listen to Blues radio
stations on the Internet and have always had problems with fidelity and distortion.
Not any more -- with QD’s higher speeds, I get hi-fidelity, Dolby-quality sound at
analog prices. And it’s so fast and reliable!"
-- Skip J., audiophile, St Louis, MO
"Quick DDRIP is a life saver - its real time access to football games on the
Internet is incredible. No more of those irritating jerky delays when I’m watching
my favorite games (you know, where the missing frame is the part showing the
completion of the pass) - and the picture is sharp enough to tell if the running
back’s foot was out of bounds when he caught that long pass (no instant replay
needed!!) And the best part is I’m no longer limited to watching East Coast games
broadcast on TV - but can keep up with the Big 12. (GO WILDCATS!!)"
-- Jerry W., transplanted K-State fan, Baltimore, MD
"Quick DDRIP outperforms the other equipment on the market. I listen to a lot of
high fidelity symphonic recordings and I must say that Quick DDRIP really lives up
to its reputation. I can download performances of the Berlin Symphony Orchestra
off the Internet in just a few minutes and the sound quality is unbeatable. Without
Quick DDRIP, I just didn’t have the patience to wait for the entire symphony to
download. Now there’s a whole new world of music for me to explore!"
– Curt D., music lover in Mobile, AL
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Priced at just

$129.95
+ Shipping and Handling
($9.95, 2 days shipping, $.4.95 for 5 days shipping)

HOT HOT HOT!!!
Over 40,000 satisfied customers - and the numbers keep growing!

* D.J. Blackhand has been involved in the gaming world since he was 12 years
old. After purchasing Quick DDRIP, he rapidly ascended the Wrath of Thor
tournament levels to become the intergalactic champion several years running.
D.J. loves all kinds of games and plays several hours daily. His interests also
include playing with his Briard dog, Thunder, and running on the beach.
QuickDDRIP, Inc. has paid D.J. Blackhand for his endorsement.

Reviewers in Web Surfer Pro, Families Online, and
Moviemag.com are unanimous in their praise of QD:
"Easy setup, good performance, reasonable price - what more
could you want?" Moviemag.com Click here to read review
"Quick DDRIP is truly revolutionary. It will turn the PC into the
Family Entertainment Center" Families Online (February 21,
1999) Click here to read review
"A great alternative to waiting for hi-speed phone or cable Internet
services to reach your neighborhood."
Web Surfer Pro (March 1999) Click here to read review
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